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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
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If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 

Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 

so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality

To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 

right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits
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Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 
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For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 

ext. 2.
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complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 

to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 

printer icon.
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Post-Sale Common Law, 
Regulatory Law, and Defending

Kenneth Ross



Why discuss post-sale issues?

• “…post-sale warnings are probably the most 

expansive area in the law of products liability” 

• “timeless” 

• “monster duty” 

Reporters to ALI’s Third Restatement 
of Torts:  Products Liability
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Why discuss post-sale issues?

• Potential penalties from government have increased

• In recent study, over 70% of punitive damage awards 
based on failure of manufacturer to take adequate 
post-sale remedial actions

• Legal requirements to report and undertake remedial 
programs have increased in U.S. and elsewhere

• Plaintiff’s attorneys will attack manufacturer for 
failure to comply
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• U.S. common law

• U.S. regulatory law

– Consumer Product Safety Commission

– National Highway Traffic Safety Admin.

– Coast Guard

– Food and Drug Administration

– U.S. Department of Agriculture

– Occupational Health and Safety Administration

• Foreign regulatory law

– EU, Canada, Australia, Japan, South Africa, Taiwan, China, 
Brazil, etc.

Legal Requirements
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U.S. COMMON LAW
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Post-Sale Duty To Warn

“Although a product [may] be reasonably safe when 
manufactured and sold and involve no then known 
risks of which warning need be given, risks thereafter 
revealed by user operation and brought to the 
attention of the manufacturer or vendor may impose 
upon one or both a duty to warn.”*

*Cover v. Cohen, New York Court of Appeals (1984).
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Balancing test –
Common law and Restatement 3d (Section 10)

• Post-sale warning is to be provided if:
– substantial risk of harm
– users can be identified and can 

reasonably be assumed to be unaware of 
risk

– can be effectively communicated to 
those at risk and acted upon; and

– risk of harm is sufficiently great to justify 
burden
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Section 10 – Restatement 3d

• Nevertheless, an unbounded post-sale duty to warn 
would impose unacceptable burdens on product 
sellers.  

• The legal standard is whether a reasonable person 
would provide a post-sale warning. 

• If every post-sale improvement in a product design 
were to give rise to a duty to warn users of the risks of 
continuing to use the existing design, the burden on 
product sellers would be unacceptably great. 

Section 10, comment a
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Section 10 – Restatement 3d
Since 2012

• 3 states have adopted – Alabama, Minnesota, 
and New Hampshire

• But 3 states (Connecticut, Nebraska, and 
Tennessee) have said no post-sale duty to 
warn. 

• Tennessee says no post-sale duty for internet 
sales distributors 
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Independent claims

• Most states have adopted some form of post-sale 
duty to warn. 

• Plaintiff may sue on two theories:  selling a defective 
product (strict liability and negligence) and post-sale 
failure to warn (negligence).

• Seller cannot absolve itself of liability for selling a 
defective product by issuing a post-sale warning.  
Seller can negate negligence in the post-sale 
allegation. 
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Common Law

• No duty to recall; however can be liable for 
negligent voluntary recall or if government 
orders a recall

• Depending on evidentiary rules, actions by 
government agencies (orders, civil penalties, 
documentation) can get into evidence

• Foreign actions are discoverable and may also 
get into evidence in U.S. cases
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Duty to Inform of Safety 
Improvements

• Not necessary under common law unless 

market is limited, cost of warning 

negligible, and there is a continuing 

relationship.

• However, may be good idea if increase in 

safety is significant and jury may feel less 

safe product is defective.
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What is adequate?

• Based on negligence

• Whatever the jury thinks is reasonable care

• Could manufacturer have done more, should they 
have done more (generally no common law duty to 
recall)

• Compliance with regulatory requirements are helpful 
but not an absolute defense
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U.S. REGULATORY LAW
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Report to CPSC

• fails to meet a consumer product safety 

standard or banning regulation, 

• fails to comply with any other rule, regulation, 
standard or ban under the CPSA or any other 
Act enforced by the Commission, 

• contains a defect which could create a 

substantial product hazard to consumers, or

• creates an unreasonable risk of serious 

injury or death (no defect required)
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Report to CPSC

• Fines for failure to report or late reporting

– Have 24 hours to report after determining there is a 
duty to report

– Significant fines are possible

– Criminal penalties against corporate personnel are 
also possible

• Report may be triggered by something occurring 
during litigation such as expert’s report, other 
discovery, jury verdict, or settlement
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Report to NHTSA

• Report to NHTSA required if vehicle or accessory 
contains a “safety-related defect”  

• Recall necessary if that defect presents an 
“unreasonable risk” to “motor vehicle safety”
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Report to FDA

• Malfunction

• Serious injury or illness

• Death
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PREPARING FOR THE RECALL
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Recall Preparedness - Legal

• Contracts with suppliers and sellers

• Product traceability – components and 
finished product

• Do suppliers and sellers understand when to 
notify manufacturer about incidents and near 
incidents?

• Do suppliers, sellers, and manufacturer 
accurately document post-sale issues

• When does lawyer get involved – ACP?
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Field Communications 
(anywhere in world)

• Accident reports
• Website postings
• Social media
• Safety publications, i.e. Consumer Reports
• Communications from dealers and customers
• Warranty claims
• Competitors’ designs and their incident and litigation 

history
• Product and safety literature
• Scientific and technology advancements
• Product liability claims and litigation
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Decision Points

• Post-sale duty?

• Duty to report to government?
– Which ones? 

• Duty to perform corrective action?
– What to do – recall, repair, replacement, wait?

• Only on future products

• Only on products in field

• On future products and products in field

– Where?

– Timing?
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RECALL INSURANCE
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Coverage

• Policy is triggered by a voluntary, involuntary 
or mandatory stock recovery, market 
withdrawal or recall (by or on behalf of the 
insured, its customer or a regulatory body) 

• Unsafe insured product has resulted in or 
would result in bodily injury or property 
damage
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Protection

• Reimbursed insured for expenses and other financial 
loss which are typically excluded in a General Liability 
policy. 

– Costs of performing recall

– Consultant costs

• Extra coverage for

– Replacement costs (i.e. refunds)

– Loss of profit

– Rehabilitation costs

– Consequential damages
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DEFENDING THE RECALL
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Timeline

Product

Manufactured Accident Recall
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Timeline

Product

Manufactured Recall Accident
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Act Decisively and Quickly

• Assume that recall “process” documents will 
be admissible

• Wringing of hands or passing the buck will not 
appeal to jury

• Even a few weeks can seem like an eternity in 
the courtroom

• More difficult to defend products sold or 
injuries that occur during decision period
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Carefully Draft Message

• Not an admission that product is defective 

• Recall condition may not exist in every product

• Create an incentive for user to respond to recall 
condition

• Remember that lawsuits will come
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Document 

• You have received information about 
potential problems

• Must document decision to respond

• Fully document response and success in 
implementing the response

• Plan for litigation and for government 
interaction
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For articles on post-sale duties, see

www.productliabilityprevention.com

For compendium of law on PSDW, see 

Product Liability: Warnings, Instructions, 
and Recalls (2019) (DRI)
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Thank You

Kenneth Ross
kenrossesq@gmail.com
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November 7, 2019

Food Recalls

Maile Gradison Hermida, Hogan Lovells 
US LLP



Food Recalls (21 CFR 7.3(g))

• Recall means a firm's 
removal or correction of a 
marketed product that the 
Food and Drug 
Administration considers to 
be in violation of the laws it 
administers and against 
which the agency would 
initiate legal action, e.g., 
seizure. Recall does not 
include a market withdrawal 
or a stock recovery.
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Food Recalls (21 CFR 7.3(g))

• Market withdrawal means a firm's removal 
or correction of a distributed product which 
involves a minor violation that would not be 
subject to legal action by the Food and Drug 
Administration or which involves no 
violation, e.g., normal stock rotation practices, 
routine equipment adjustments and repairs, 
etc.

• Stock recovery means a firm's removal or 
correction of a product that has not been 
marketed or that has not left the direct 
control of the firm, i.e., the product is located 
on premises owned by, or under the control 
of, the firm and no portion of the lot has been 
released for sale or use.
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Food Recalls

• Recalls are “voluntary” (unless you are silly enough to 

trigger FDA’s mandatory recall authority for Class I 

recalls)

• FDA can mandate a recall when it receives information 
from the RFR or other means that there is a reasonable 
probability that an article of food is adulterated and the 
use of exposure to will be a SAHCODHA hazard

– FDA must follow detailed procedures; non-delegable authority 
(only Commissioner can mandate a recall)
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Recall Classification

• Health hazard 
evaluation
– Class I:  reasonable 

possibility of serious adverse 
health consequences or 
death.

– Class II:  may cause 
temporary or medically 
reversible adverse health 
consequences.

– Class III:  unlikely to cause 
adverse health 
consequences.
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Health Hazard Evaluation
• Look to see how FDA has 

classified it in the past

– Failure to declare a Big 8 
allergen generally a Class I  
recall (but not always)

– Except wheat is Class II

– Pathogens in RTE food 
almost always Class I

– Hard or sharp objects 
usually class II

– Labelling issue with no 
health impacts is usually 
Class III
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Recalls and the Reportable Food Registry (RFR)

• Requires a “responsible 
party” to submit to FDA a 
report within 24 hours 
after the responsible 
party determines that an 
article of food is a 
“reportable food.” 

– Class I hazard

– Report by registered facility
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Reportable Food Registry

Report is not required if

1. The adulteration originated 
with the responsible party;

2. The responsible party detected 
the adulteration prior to any 
transfer to another person of 
such article of food; and;

3. The responsible party 

corrected the adulteration or 

destroyed or caused the 

destruction of such article of 

food. 

Through guidance, FDA has made it 

clear “when in doubt—report”
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FDA Recall Coordinator

• Recalls are handled by 
the FDA Program 
Division Offices

• Establish a good working 
relationship with the 
Recall Coordinator

• Recall coordinators 
found at:  
https://www.fda.gov/Saf
ety/Recalls/IndustryGuid
ance/ucm129334.htm
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• Classification of the recall affects depth and notification

– Depth

– Consumer level 

– Retail level

– Wholesale level 

– Communication/Press Release

– Class I:  Press release is almost always required

– FDA provides model press releases for allergen recalls and recalls involving 
Salmonella, Shigella-producing E. coli and Listeria monocytogenes

– FDA should be given an opportunity to review a press release before it is issued

– FDA can issue a public notice if you decline to issue a press release 

– Class II:  Depends on the facts, but more common now

– Class III:  No press release

Depth and Notification
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Recall Communication

• You must notify your customers 
of the recall

– FDA provides model forms to use as a 
template

– Use model letter and response form

• Recall Questionnaire 
(“Attachment B”)

• Effectiveness checks—confirming 
the recall is completed 

• Keep recall coordinator 
apprised—eventually the recall 
will be closed out
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• Depending on the severity of the recall, the 
agency will expect the company to check to 
make certain recipients received the recall 
communication

• Keep records of every customer contacted 
and their response

Effectiveness Checks
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Hogan Lovells

• Convert to animal feed? (CVM must authorize)

• Rehabilitate or reconditions?  (CFSAN must authorize)

• Destruction (CFSAN will typically witness)

– Keep records

Product Disposition
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Best Practices & Lessons Learned

• Have a Recall Manual

– FSMA requirement

– Should be more detailed

– Who is on the team

– Who makes decisions

– Responsibilities

– Checklists

– Templates

• Notify your insurance 
company 

– You do have recall 
insurance, right?
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Best Practices & Lessons Learned

• Engage legal counsel early

– Is a recall needed?

– Is an RFR report required?

– What to recall?

– Communications and records

– Corrective Actions

• Prepare for Post-Recall 
Inspection

– FDA usually will inspect the facility 
after the recall—for Class I recalls 
the “visit” could occur days after 
the incident

– FDA will want to investigate the 
cause of the recall and the 
corrective actions that have been 
initiated

• Prepare for lawsuits from 
consumers

– Engage litigation counsel

– Understand the scope and strength 
of records that may be protected 
under attorney-client privilege
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Summary

1. Convene recall or crisis 
management team when there is 
a potential recall issue

2. Before you contact FDA, collect 
the facts and make a decision on 
whether a recall is necessary and 
the scope

3. When decision is made to recall, 
contact local recall coordinator 
(either in district of corporate 
office or where plant is located)

4. Remember the RFR

5. Don’t overlook the need for 
corrective actions and potential 
for a follow-up FDA inspection 
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Hogan Lovells

Contact Information

Maile Hermida, Partner
(202) 637-5428
Maile.Hermida@hoganlovells.com
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Chris Harvey

Product Recall 

Execution
(Lifecycle of a Recall)



“Not a matter of if, but when.”
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Recall Preparation

Recall/Crisis 

Plan

Training Mock 

Simulations
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Response

Management

Notification

Management

Target/Consignee

Identification

Preparation

Product

Processing

Resolution

Management

RECALL

PLATFORM

Remedy

Management

Retrievals Retrievals

Retrievals

Retrievals
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Preparation
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Recall Strategy

• What products are impacted?

• How much was distributed?

• Who is assisting internally?

• What regions are impacted?

• Who do you need to report to?

• How will you remedy stakeholders?

• What is the profile of the product?
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Factors in Response

Value of the 

Product

What is the 

Product Used For

How Often the 

Product is Used

Distribution 

Timeline

What is the 

Hazard

Media 

Coverage
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Target/Consignee

Identification
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Consignee Identification

• Where was the product distributed?

– Who are the impacted parties?

– When was affected product distributed?

– How much product was distributed?

• What other supply chain partners are impacted?

– How do they handled recalls?
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Notification

Management
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Notification

• Who needs to receive a notification?

– External

– Internal

• What method(s)?

• How quickly can mailings go out?

• What is the intent of the communication?

• What is the call to action?

• Should social media be used?
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Response

Management

Retrievals Retrievals
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Response Management

• How should consignees contact the firm?

– 800 Number

– Website

– Email

– Sales Rep

– Response Form

• Handling Consumers/Patients

• Call to Action, FAQs, remedy, etc.

• Documenting responses
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Product

Processing

Retrievals

Retrievals
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Product Handling

• What should happen to affected product?

- Correction (repaired, software updated, etc.)

- Returned

- Disposed

- What data needs to be captured?

- How does product need to be handled?

- Bio

- Hazardous

- Lithium Ion Batteries 
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Remedy

Management

Retrievals

Retrievals
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Remedy Management

• Remedy options

– Replacement Product

– Repair

– Refund 

• Factors/Timing

– Inventory

– Available funds 

– Infrastructure
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Resolution

Management

Retrievals
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Reporting 

• Status/Progress Reports

– Data Provided 

• Effectiveness

• Trends/Next Steps

• Termination Request

• Additional incidents/injuries

• How easy is it for you to compile data?
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Improving Recall Effectiveness

Contracts

Easy to 

Respond

Multimodal

Tiered Recalls

Incentives

Technology
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Thank You

Chris Harvey

charvey@stericycle.com
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